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The Bet Placer’s Club takes it’s NFT members to the moon!

Contact Information
Chat with the team:  DISCORD.IO | Bet Placer's Club
Email information:   info@dutchartcollections.com
Legal Entity:   Genesis Collection B.V.
Chamber of Commerce:  85812447
Located in:   The Netherlands

The Bet Placer’s Club is an  unique NFT membership 
with exclusive utilities for its community that 
is inspired by Wall Street culture and financial 
markets.

READY FOR A REVOLUTION IN 
THE METAVERSE?

https://www.discord.io/betplacersclub
mailto:mailto:info%40dutchartcollections.com?subject=
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collectible of the Bet Placer’s Club can be printed in any size you want. 
Imagine printing your NFTs on T-shirts, coffee mugs or even billboards - it’s 
all possible!Later this year, we will release another collection: 20.000 unique 
3D Avatar NFTs. Are you a holder of the first 2D Genesis NFT collection? If 
so, you will get a free 3D avatar NFT AirDropped to your wallet. The 3D NFT 
collection has similar traits as the 2D NFT you already own, so that the rarity 
is preserved for each holder. The avatars will be compatible with the NetVRK 
Metaverse, which will go live at the end of 2022. 

The Bet Placer’s Club NFTs are available in 3 different tiers.

TUNGSTEN GOLDEN DIAMOND

Free 3D Bet Placer’s Club NFT 
claim

✓ ✓ ✓

Access to private Bet Placer’s 
Club Discord channel

✓ ✓ ✓

Chance of super rare traits ✓ ✓ ✓
Chance of additional free 
Tungsten tier NFT through a 
whitelist raffle

6% 17% 36%

Select preferred Bet Placer’s 
number

✓ ✓

Select premium lucky Bet 
Placer’s number

✓

Receive a badge trait Golden Diamond (super rare)

Receive guaranteed a theme 
character with rarity traits 
below < 1%

 ✓

OG - Status ✓

Chapter 1

THE BET PLACER’S CLUB: A COLLECTION OF 
WALL STREET INSPIRED NFTs

1.1. The Bet Placer’s Club mission
Bet Placer’s Club is an exciting initiative of Dutch Art Collections. Together, 
we assembled a team that places their bets with 100% certainty on the future 
value of the upcoming Metaverse world. As we see a rising demand for high 
quality gaming experiences, we are convinced that 3D user experience 
games are the right direction. In the future, we might also explore further 
establishment of Augmented and Virtual Reality applicability. 

With the help of our loyal community, we are reinvesting sales in the 
development of a new 3D world for Bet Placer’s Club holders. The utility of 
those Bet Placers will be primarily created through a ‘Play to Earn’ concept. 
At the moment, our priority is to raise awareness of the Bet Placer’s Club 
community, which consists of long-term investors, NFT-flippers, gamers, 
traders, yield-farmers and blockchain enthusiasts. By allowing you to buy 
with traditional Fiat, we open up the Metaverse to everyone!

1.2. The story of the Bet Placer’s Club 
The inspiration for the Bet Placer’s character came from the legendary short 
squeeze of the GameStop stocks (GME). The Bet Placer’s love their risks to be 
as high as their rewards and are not afraid of the big hedge funds betting 
against them. The community vouches for each other and with the smallest 
investments they will be able to shake up the entire world. Are you ready to 
cause a revolution in the Metaverse? The Bet Placer’s Club is looking for you!

1.3. The Bet Placer’s 2D & 3D collections
The first collection consists of 10.000 unique 2D Bet Placer’s Club NFTs. Every 
single NFT of this collection is a unique collectible. Each layer is handmade 
and sent as a high quality vector based SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics) 
format. Unlike raster files, vector graphics always maintain their resolution, 
no matter how much they’re scaled up or down. For that reason, every 
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1.4. NFT rarity explained 
Our NFTs consist of 12 layers and are designed with Wall Street in mind. Our 
artist Harmstar created 309 unique traits for the 2D Genesis Bet Placer’s 
Club collection. Each NFT is algorithmically generated from these traits 
and has a different rarity. We developed our own highly complicated Art 
Generator in which certain combined Traits result in extra rare Theme 
Characters. Each NFT has its own unique Metadata viewable on Opensea.
io to check your rarity rank. On top of that, the Golden and Diamond tier will 
have a special Bet Placer’s Club Badge in such your choice of Tier is written 
as a piece of history on the Ethereum Blockchain. Please find our complete 
rarity table on the right. 

1.5. How to buy the Bet Placer
Looking to buy one of the Bet Placers? Great! Below we’ve explained how 
you can purchase the Bet Placer’s Club. We want to make the NFT space 
more accessible to everyone. For that reason, we’ve decided to launch a 
traditional webshop where you can buy the Bet Placer’s Club NFT’s with 
traditional Fiat currencies. Once the collection is sold out, we will send the 
NFT’s to registered Ethereum wallets. All of this will be done by using a bespoke 
ERC-1155 based novel smart contract. When we mint your purchased NFT’s 
to your wallet, you won’t need to pay Ethereum gas fees. After the mint, 
we publish the collections on opensea.io and a (yet to announce) central 
marketplace where you can trade your NFT’s. 

Just to be clear, the background layer does not make an NFT unique in our 
collections. We made sure that every Bet Placer is always 1:1.

TOTAL # OF TRAITS LAYER DESCRIPTION

72 Backgrounds

64 Hands

41 Cloths

40 Eyewear

34 Hair

22 Mouth

14 Ears

6 Eyebrows

5 Facial Hair

5 Headgear

3 Nose

3 Badge

27 Theme Characters

 Number of layers:    12
            Total number of Traits                                    309
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1.6. 2D Genesis NFT collection pre-sale
For the 2D Genesis collection we work with whitelists using our main platform 
Discord: ‘Bet Placer’s Club’. Whitelist spots are reserved for active members 
of the community. The maximum number of NFTs that can be purchased 
during pre-sale is 20 per wallet. The pre-sale prices are determined as 
follows:

2D GENESIS
COLLECTION

WEBSHOP 
BET PLACER'S 

CLUB (EST)

WEBSHOP 
CENTRAL 

EXCHANGE (EST)
DESCRIPTION

Whitelist 1 
Tungsten Tier 1000 1000 Sale prices €150,- per 

Tungsten Tier NFT

Whitelist 2
Tungsten Tier 2000 2000 Sale prices €200,- per 

Tungsten Tier NFT

Whitelist 3
Tungsten Tier 1000 1000 Sale prices €250,- per 

Tungsten Tier NFT

Whitelist Golden 
Tier 600 Salesprice of Tungsten 

Tier + €50,- per Golden 
Tier NFT

Whitelist 
Diamond Tier 139 Sale prices €550,- per 

Diamond Tier NFT

Bet Placer's 
Club 

whitelist raffle
643 Distributed amongst 

buyers of the whitelist

Diamond Tier  
reserved for the 

team
18

Used for collabs 
and giveaways

Tungsten Tier 
reserved for the 

team
600

Used for collabs 
and giveaways

Total numbers 
of NFTs 10.000 2D Genesis

Collection

During the pre-sale it’s possible to bet on lucky numbers in the 2D Genesis 
collection by purchasing a Diamond class Bet Placer’s Club NFT. 

Lucky numbers in the collection are all items with:
- The numbers 1 - 10.
- The numbers 10, 11, 12, 13 and 42.
- The numbers 100, 1.000 and 10.000.
- The numbers 2.009 and 2.015.
- The numbers with only 6s, 8s & 9s in it. 
This adds up to a total of 157 lucky numbers in the 2D Genesis collection.

For attentive readers of this paper, we have 50 spots of Whitelist 1 available 
for the first 50 lucky readers to notice this announcement. To reserve your 
spot on the Whitelist 1, fill in the form at https://bit.ly/bpcbp22

1.7. Whitelist raffle
Every NFT tier has a chance of winning an additional free Tungsten tier NFT 
through the Bet Placer’s Club whitelist raffle. After the whitelist has sold out, 
we will announce the NFT numbers that will receive an additional free NFT. 
The free NFTs are then sent to the wallets that are linked to the winning Bet 
Placer’s Club NFTs. No fee will be charged.

The free NFTs will be divided as follows:
- Diamond tier: 50 free NFTs (32%). 
- Golden tier: 100 free NFTs (17%). 
- Tungsten tier: 493 free NFTs (6%).
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Chapter 2

EXPLORING THE BET PLACER'S CLUB FUTURE 
PLAYGROUND

2.1. Building the Metaverse
We use NetVRK to make further developments in the virtual world. We 
decided to go with this platform, as it is the fastest growing Metaverse with 
the highest resolution. Because the Metaverse is compatible with Unreal 
Engine, it’s ready for the future of Virtual Reality as well.

We will start by building our luxury clubhouse on our own property. The 
clubhouse can be used as a social hub for our Bet Placer’s Club community. 
After that, we’ll develop a ‘Play to Earn’ concept. By playing with the 3D 
character, the players can for example earn NetVRK coins. Those coins can 
be used to trade in the marketplace. Once these two concepts are built, we 
will develop a merchandise store to collect rare and unique items in order 
to improve user experience. The Metaverse is expected to go live later in 
2022. 

2.2. Virtual land on NetVRK
We acknowledge the high demand for property in the Metaverse world. 
That’s why we’ve decided to buy a huge piece of land in the NetVRK 
Metaverse in advance. By doing so, we safeguarded the long term vision 
and mission of the Bet Placer’s Club community. We are very grateful that 
we were able to acquire a Giant piece of land (#692) in the Business District 
Area, which is 3% of rare properties in the NetVRK Metaverse. 

2.3. Game Development
The NetVRK Metaverse is compatible with the game development tool 
Unreal Engine, which ensures an optimal 3D user experience. All content will 
be created in Unreal Engine and must be reviewed by the NetVRK team to 
guarantee high quality content. We assembled a diverse team of experts in 
order to ensure we meet all NetVKR quality requirements.
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2.4. Roadmap

Q1 – 2022  
At the start of 2022, the Bet Placer’s Club was founded.  
In Q1, the team built the following components:
- Setting up a Legal Entity in Netherlands.
- Provide Business Plan to open Business Account.
- We developed the first 2D Genesis collection - 10k NFTs.
- We developed a bespoke ECR-1155 smart contract for NFTs.
- We designed the Blackpaper and Beta-version.
- We bought Virtual Land in NetVRK Metaverse.
- Launch of the first version of the website.

Q2 – 2022  
In Q2, the pre-sale starts while we primarily focus on:
- Setting up long term marketing strategy.
- Work out the Theme Character in the Genesis Collections.
- Building the Webshop with API link to our business account.
- Whitelisting procedures and opening Webshop to NFT collectors.
- Work out details for CEX listing for secondary market.
- Listing collection on Opensea for secondary market.
- Registration on rarity tools and rarity sniper.
- Posting blogs on our website and raising awareness through backlinked news.
- Starting with development of the 3D artwork (Bèta-version).
- Expanding the core team and exploring more partnerships in different areas.

Q4 – 2022 / Q1 - 2023
After the 3D Avatar release we plan to give further substance to our 
new Metaverse world in NetVrk with Unreal Engine.
- Modelling the 3D Avatars for compatibility with NetVrk*
- Give substance and (real life) utility to our members and Clubhouse on our digital land.
- We work towards developing a ‘Play to Earn’ gaming concept.
- Further development of a Merchandise Store to increase user experience.
- Expect a pleasant surprise for loyal Bet Placer’s Club holders!

*Disclaimer: our roadmap depends on the progress of the NetVrk Metaverse development. 
No rights can be derived from our roadmap.

Q3 – 2022 
In Q3, we will focus on development of the 3D Metaverse. 
- Development of the 20.000 Avatars compatible with NetVrk.
- Airdrop of free 3D NFT Avatar to loyal holders of the Genesis Collection.
- Whitelisting procedures and starting the sale of the remaining 10.000 Avatars.
- We start with the Development of our private Clubhouse made with Unreal Engine.
- We expand our marketing campaign on social channels.
- We keep investing in building up a loyal Bet Placer’s Club community.
- We built partnerships with influencers and other (prominent) NFT-projects.
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2.6. The Core Team
IT Development – Alexander van Trijffel (Discord Name: Estatica) 
Alexander is one of the co-founders of the Bet Placer’s Club and has 
over 20 years of experience in complex IT-solutions, coding and project 
management. Estetica has been an entrepreneur as long as he can 
remember and has helped numerous fin-tech companies grow. He is 
primarily responsible for the architecture and further development of the 
Bet Placer’s Club. Coming up with creative solutions is what Estetica does 
best.

Finance & Compliance – Harry van Vliet (Discord Name: Harrocop) 
Harry is one of the co-founders of the Bet Placer’s Club. As a qualified 
chartered accountant, Harrocop is responsible for day-to-day business, 
including strategy, finance and compliance. He has been actively involved 
in the crypto space since 2017. Harrocop loves to connect with others and 
excels in maintaining long term relationships and partnerships. 

Discord Community Leader – Thijs Koopman (Discord Name: Tissoeh) 
Thijs is an expert at building communities around NFT projects and has 4 
successful NFT communities to his name. He’ll be applying his extensive 
experience to ensure that the Bet Placer’s Club has a thriving community. 
His responsibility is to maintain a pleasant atmosphere on Discord, focus on 
collabs with other NFT-projects and to answer any of your questions. Thijs 
is a real team player and loves to hang out with the community on Discord.

Graphic Designer – Harmen Heuvelman
Harmen has over 12 years of experience in making cartoons, animations 
and graphical designs and is a real storyteller. In 2005 he made his first 
generative art collection. As a blockchain enthusiast, he knows how to 
reach its audience with creative skills. Harmen makes high-quality NFTs 
with a great sense of humour and is specialised in 2D cartoon artwork and 
graphic designs.

2.5. Number #1 Fractionalized Bet Placer
Our first sketch of the 2D collections is our Signature Bet Placer. The No. 1 
NFT which grew into a diversified and creative collection. We programmed 
our smart contract in such a way that our No. #1 Signature BPC can be 
fractionalized. This is decentralized blockchain concept in which pieces of 
one NFT can be minted, bought and sold for a piece of control in de project. 
Fractional ownership of NFT’s can help communities thrive and start 
collaborative initiatives backed by the community. 

In relation to our project a Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO) 
can help for instance the completion of details in our roadmap. The 
direction of a fractionalised DAO is still undecisive and the team is open for 
community initiatives in the future.
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Web Design & Branding – Kevin de Groot (Discord Name: Kevstar) 
Kevin has over 10 years of experience in web design and customised 
branding for a wide range of companies. He takes care of the look & feel of 
the website and helps to visualise the appearance of the Bet Placer’s Club 
collection. His taste for design is exquisite and guarantees a fully optimised 
customer journey. 

Shilling Marketeer – Anonymous OG (Discord name: Fantilussion)
Anonymous OG is a mega enthusiastic NFT lover and a real project hyper! 
The past few years he roamed around on many telegrams and many other 
social platforms. He knows which path to walk. And as a real Metaverse 
believer Anonymous OG is our BPC’s silent Shillingmaster. Together with our 
community leader Thijs he will be responsible for making the project more 
visible by approaching other communities, influencers and other collabs. 
You can find him as a moderator in our Discord space!

3D Character Animator – Eric Reniers (Discord name: Runawaynerd)
With over 10 years of experience in animation and over 5 years of experience 
in moviemaking, we’re proud to have Eric as our 3D avatar designer. His 
high-quality work breathes life into each avatar - with close attention to 
detail and a subtle, humorous quality that makes his work unique. Besides 
the Bet Placers Club, he has worked on other Blockchain projects, which 
makes him a valuable asset to the team.

3D Modeller – Chef Caractère (Discord name: Henk) 
Henk Kok is a highly experienced 3D modeller and is responsible for the 
technical part of the 3D avatars. Starting with a concept model, he creates 
a 3D skeleton with parts of the body to program realistic movements of 
the avatar for coming movies and games. He and Eric form an excellent 
animation team together.

Unreal Engine specialist – Sertastic 3D (Discord name: Bukra)
Bukra is specialised in designing realistic sceneries with Unreal Engine. She 
will be responsible for designing the landscape and different attributes in 
the NetVRK Metaverse. Thanks to Bukra, our quality content will also be ready 
for virtual reality (VR) mass adoption. In the past few years, she has made 
high quality 3D attributes for the biggest clothing brands in the world!
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COMPLIANCE DUTCH LAW
Our company is established in the Netherlands and is a legal entity registered at the 
chamber of commerce (Genesis Collection BV). Any investment in Cryptocurrencies 
or NFT’s is outside the Authority Financial Market (AFM) supervision. Nonetheless, 
we still have to be compliant with Dutch laws & regulations and therefore have 
requirements to fulfill. The team is fully transparent to third parties and will pursue 
the satisfactions of banks, auditors, tax authorities and other institutes to comply 
with. We believe this compliant attitude is essential to maintain and pursue the 
long-term vision of the Bet Placer’s Club community. 

DISCLAIMER (DYOR)
Nothing in this Blackpaper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort 
or a solicitation for investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an offering or a 
solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction. This document is 
not composed in accordance with, and is not subject to, laws or regulations of any 
jurisdiction which prohibits or in any manner restricts transactions in respect of, or 
with use of, digital tokens.

The information set forth in this Blackpaper may not be exhaustive and does not 
imply any elements of a contractual relationship. The content of this Blackpaper is 
not binding on the Company and the Company reserves the right to change, modify, 
add, or remove portions of this Blackpaper for any reason at any time before, during 
and after the sale of non fungible tokens by updating an amended Blackpaper. 
This Blackpaper does not constitute an investment, legal, tax, regulatory, financial, 
accounting or other advice, and this Blackpaper is not intended to provide the sole 
basis for any evaluation of a transaction on acquiring of the non fungible tokens 
and is expressly not incorporated by reference into any securities offering or similar 
documents. Prior to acquiring the non fungible tokens, a prospective purchaser 
should consult with his/her own legal, investment, tax, accounting, and other 
advisors to determine the potential benefits, burdens, and other consequences of 
such transaction. The Company is under no obligation to update the Blackpaper 
or modify the Blackpaper for any inconsistencies or for material changes to the 
information.
NFTs are not a digital currency, security, commodity, or any other kind of financial 
instrument and have not been registered under the Securities Act of 1933, as 

amended, the securities laws of any State of the United States of America or the 
securities laws of any other country, including the securities laws of any jurisdiction 
in which a potential token holder is a resident. The NFTs are not being offered or 
distributed to, as well as cannot be resold or otherwise alienated by their holders 
to, citizens of, natural and legal persons, having their habitual residence, location or 
their seat of incorporation in the country or territory where transactions with NFTs 
are prohibited or in any manner restricted by applicable laws or regulations. If such 
restricted person purchases the tokens, such restricted person has done so on an 
unlawful, unauthorized and fraudulent basis and in this regard, shall bear negative 
consequences.

The Company neither offers or distributes the NFTs nor carries on a business (activity) 
in any regulated activity in the United States, or in other countries and territories 
where transactions in respect of, or with use of, tokens fall under the restrictive 
regulations or require from the Company to be registered or licensed with any 
applicable governmental authorities. Each purchaser of the NFTs is reminded that 
this Blackpaper has been presented to him/her on the basis that he/she is a person 
into whose attention the document may be lawfully presented in accordance 
with the laws of the purchaser’s jurisdiction. It is the responsibility of each potential 
purchaser of the non fungible tokens to determine if the purchaser can legally 
purchase the tokens in the purchaser’s jurisdiction and whether the purchaser can 
then resell the tokens to another purchaser in any given jurisdiction.
Certain statements, estimates and financial information contained in this 
Blackpaper are for informational purposes only, and may constitute forward-
looking statements or information. Such forward-looking statements or information 
involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties which may cause actual 
events or results to differ materially from the estimates or the results implied or 
expressed in such forward-looking statements or information. The English language 
Blackpaper is the primary official source of information. The information contained 
in English language Blackpaper may from time to time be translated into other 
languages. In the course of such translation some of the information contained in 
the English language Blackpaper may be lost, corrupted or misrepresented. The 
accuracy of such alternative communications cannot be guaranteed. In the event 
of any conflicts or inconsistencies between such translations and the official English 
language Blackpaper, the provisions of the English language original document 
shall prevail.
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